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1. INTRODUCTION  

The Antelope Valley Improvement and Service District (AVISD) provides domestic water service to the 
Antelope Valley I and II subdivisions of Campbell County.  The AVISD also provides outside-district retail 
water service to the Pinnacle Heights I and II subdivisions, located on the southwesterly side of AVISD.  There 
are approximately 328 separate parcels within the two Antelope Valley subdivisions and 14 separate parcels 
within the two Pinnacle Heights subdivisions.   

The Antelope Valley Business Park Improvement and Service District (AVBPISD) provides domestic water to 
all of the businesses within the Antelope Valley Business Park subdivision and the Antelope Valley Business 
Park Phase II and III subdivisions.  The latter two subdivisions are located within the Antelope Valley 
Business Park II Improvement and Service District.  There are 15 parcels within the three subdivisions.   

Figure 1 is a vicinity map of the area, and Figure 2 depicts the location of the various subdivisions and 
improvement and service districts identified above.   

Both the AVISD and AVBPISD are public water systems.  The AVISD is classified by the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) as a community groundwater system (PWS WY5600251), and the AVBPISD is 
classified by EPA as a transient, non-community groundwater system (PWS WY5601468).   

In 2011, the State of Wyoming, through the Wyoming Water Development Commission (WWDC), authorized 
funding to enlarge the City of Gillette’s (City) water supply system so that it could provide additional water 
not only for the residents of the City, but also for areas outside of the City limits.  (The project to enlarge the 
City’s water system and extend service to the rural areas will henceforth be known in this Level II study as the 
Gillette Regional Water Supply Project [GRWSP]).  Furthermore, during May of that same year, Campbell 
County voters overwhelmingly passed a capital facilities tax (CFT) that would provide the necessary local 
funding to match that provided by the WWDC for a water supply, as well as matching funds for future 
waterline extensions from the City’s current system out to rural subdivisions such as those in the Antelope 
Valley area.   

Subsequent to approval of the CFT by the voters of Campbell County, the AVISD submitted an application to 
the WWDC for a Level II study to evaluate the feasibility of connecting both the AVISD’s and AVBPISD’s 
water systems to the GRWSP being extended out to the rural subdivisions.  The 2012 Wyoming State 
Legislature authorized the expenditure of funds for this Level II study.  In June of 2012 a contract was 
executed between the WWDC and EnTech, Inc. Professional Engineers of Sheridan, Wyoming (EnTech) to 
perform the Level II study.   

In early 2013, the Wyoming State Legislature approved a recommendation from the WWDC to provide the 
City with the state portion of the waterline extension to the Antelope Valley area.  It is therefore the goal of 
this Level II study to determine the feasibility, costs and benefits associated with connecting both the AVISD 
and the AVBPISD to the GSRWSP.

2. EXISTING SYSTEMS DESCRIPTIONS AND INVENTORIES  

2.1 ANTELOPE VALLEY I&S DISTRICT 

2.1.1 EXISTING SYSTEM 

The original water system for the AVISD was installed in conjunction with the development of Antelope 
Valley, which occurred in the late 1970s.  The AVISD’s water system basic components are shown in Figure 
3, and are described as follows: 

Supply.  Four groundwater wells (which for purposes of this study are entitled AV No. 2, AV No. 3, 
AV No. 4 and AV No. 5) located directly in or adjacent to the district’s boundaries provide the 
necessary water supply.  These wells have pumps that draw groundwater from the Fort Union 
Formation.  They are connected together via a series of collection pipelines which terminate at the 
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approximately 4622’.  Static water pressure (i.e., minimum flow, full storage tanks) at these two 
homes (both shown on Figure 3) is calculated to be as follows: 

8 Doe Court – 33 psi 
1500 Wolff Road – 113 psi. 

The AVISD also provides outside-district retail water service to the properties located within the 
Pinnacle Heights area.  In order to provide adequate water pressure to the Pinnacle Heights area, the 
parcels along and north of Whitetail Street within Pinnacle Heights must utilize individual home 
booster pumps to have sufficient water pressure, as does the home located at 8 Doe Court.  For the 
Pinnacle Heights lots south of Whitetail Street, AVISD utilizes a small pump station that was 
constructed by the Pinnacle Heights developer and turned over to the AVISD.  The lots served by this 
pump station now constitute a second pressure zone within the AVISD.  Due to the elevation of the 
lots within Pinnacle Heights and the small size of the pumps in the Pinnacle Heights pump station 
(approximately 200 gpm maximum flow), fire protection from the water system in the Pinnacle 
Heights area is extremely limited and substandard when compared to the rest of Antelope Valley.      

There is also an 8” connection with a 4” meter to Crestview located on the north side of Antelope 
Valley.  The contract calls for the AVISD to provide up to 2,000,000 gallons of water to Crestview in 
a single month.   

Although there is sufficient storage available to provide a fire flow of 4,500 gpm for a duration of two 
hours to the Antelope Valley Baptist Church, modeling results indicate that the existing distribution 
system cannot provide more than 2,000 gpm at the church, because the residual pressure at the 
Pinnacle Heights pump station drops below the DEQ-allowed minimum of 20 psi if there is flow 
above this rate.  Therefore, unless there are larger or additional transmission mains installed in the 
AVISD water system, providing additional storage does not improve the AVISD’s fire suppression 
capabilities for the Baptist Church.       

2.1.2 EXISTING WATER USAGE 

As of December, 2012, the AVISD had 328 existing water accounts.  This number compares to 322 accounts 
in December, 2009.  Thus, at least for the last three years, little growth has been experienced.  This lack of 
growth is seen in large part due to the fact that buildout of the Antelope Valley subdivisions is essentially 
complete, with an estimated seven lots remaining to be developed in Antelope Valley and Pinnacle Heights.   

Table 1 provides estimated system water demands for the AVISD using the data for the period between July 
2009 and December 2012.  These demands are based upon the amount of water pumped vs. sold, although 
there is very little difference between the two volumes.   

Future demands shown in Table 1 assume total buildout of the Antelope Valley and Pinnacle Heights areas.  
They do not include any additional demands for growth outside of the current boundaries of Antelope Valley 
and Pinnacle Heights.  While there are undeveloped lands to the west, south and east of the two subdivisions 
that could logically be served by the AVISD, with the development of the GRWSP, for purposes of estimating 
future demands it is likely that any new growth in this area will be served by the GRWSP in lieu of the 
AVISD.   

Table 1 - Estimated AVISD Water System Demands 
Description Existing Future Comments

Number of Accounts 328 335  
Average Monthly Water Use  (gal/month)  4,367,861 4,455,218 2010-2012 
Average Monthly Water Use (gal/month/account) 13,317 13,583 2010-2012 
Average Daily Water Use (gal/day) 145,595 148,507 2010-2012 
Average Daily Water Use (gal/day/account) 444 444 2010-2012 
Maximum Daily Water Use (August 8, 2011) (gal/day) 538,000 548,760  
Maximum Daily Water Use (gal/day/account) 1,640 1,640  

Maximum Hour Water Use (gal/day) 3,280 3,280 Calculated by multiplying maximum 
daily water use by a factor of 2.     
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2.1.3 EXISTING SYSTEM FINANCING 

Table 2 portrays a summary of the FY12-13 budget for the water system portion of the AVISD’s overall 
budget.   

Table 2 - Summary of Water Portion of AVISD FY12-13 Budget 
WATER FUND SUMMARY 2012-2013 Budget

INCOME
        Total Water Income $212,782.00

   Interest Income $2,550.00

TOTAL WATER INCOME $215,332.00

EXPENSES

Operating Expenses $163,097.00

Debt Service Expense $14,096.25

Administrative Expense $53,965.00

Indirect Administrative Expense $24,234.00
Depreciation Expense $39,685.00
Capital Improvements $0.00

TOTAL WATER EXPENSES $295,077.25

NET GAIN (LOSS) WATER FUND ($79,745.25)

NET GAIN (LOSS) WATER FUND w/o FUNDING FOR 
DEPRECIATION ($40,060.25)

The AVISD derives its principal revenues from both water sales and a 14.52 mill levy placed upon the 
properties within the AVISD’s boundaries.  No mill levy revenues are shown in the income category, because 
the AVISD directed these revenues in FY12-13 towards needed street improvements.  As a result, the water 
fund’s revenues did not match expenses.  For this fiscal year, the AVISD used reserve funds to offset the 
difference, and did not fund the depreciation expense.  Once the street improvements are completed, it will 
again use mill levy revenues as a means of supplementing the income for the water fund.  Board members also 
recognize the importance of funding depreciation so that future replacement capital expenses can be paid for. 

2.1.4 EXISTING SYSTEM DEFICIENCIES OR PROBLEM AREAS 

Based upon a review of the AVISD’s existing system, the following system deficiencies or problem areas are 
summarized below: 

a. Supply.  There is a gradual downward trend in the levels of groundwater within all four wells.  
Despite this downward trend, it is estimated that drawdown of the groundwater at this rate would still 
allow for the four wells to meet the AVISD’s needs for the next 40 years.  This estimation assumes 
that wells and pumps are in place and operable to draw groundwater at these levels, and that AVISD 
usage remains essentially at its current usage rate.  

b. Transmission and Distribution Systems.   
i. Inability to Provide Fire Flows Recommended by the ISO for the Antelope Valley Baptist 

Church.  As was discussed in Section 2.1.1, the AVISD’s existing distribution system lacks 
sufficient storage and transmission capacity to meet ISO requirements regarding fire flows 
at the Antelope Valley Baptist Church.  This deficiency is due to the large fire flow 
requirements of the ISO standards.   

ii. Inability to Provide Flows Sufficient to Fight Fires in Accordance with Typical Municipal 
Standards.  As was discussed in Section 2.1.1, the parcels within Pinnacle Heights south of 
the intersection of Whitetail Street and Pinnacle Drive are served with a second, higher 
pressure zone.  This current zone is served via a small pump station located at this 
intersection, which provides domestic – but not sufficient – fire flows to meet typical 
municipal residential standards (i.e., 1,500 gpm).  Additionally, the parcels north of this 
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intersection are served via the AVISD’s main pressure zone; however, acceptable pressure 
is provided to the homes by individual booster pumps vs. the actual AVISD system. 

c. Miscellaneous System Deficiencies and Problem Areas.  
i. Removal of Existing but Abandoned Chlorine Detention Tanks at Two Well Sites.  There 

are abandoned 10,000 gallon chlorine detention tanks at the site of two existing wells.  As 
they are no longer being used and are likely corroding, they should be removed.  

ii. 96,000 Gallon Storage Tank Piping.  According to the records provided by the AVISD, the 
piping at the tank site has been installed so that all water must flow through the 650,000 
gallon storage tank.  However, the piping does not provide for similar flowthrough for the 
96,000 gallon storage tank.  Although the records seem to indicate that the 96,000 gallon 
storage tank has both an inlet and outlet pipe, there is also a 10” pipe adjacent to the tanks 
that allows for water to flow directly into the distribution system and, by so doing, 
completely bypass this tank.  This piping configuration allows stored water to remain in the 
96,000 tank for long periods, potentially causing it to become stagnant.  

iii. Storage Tank Leaks.  Both storage tanks have small leaks, presumably at the joints between 
tank panels.  This leakage is currently not the source of major problems; however, the 
leakage could worsen.  Therefore, the tanks should be repaired and the leaks eliminated. 

iv. 96,000 Gallon Storage Tank Coating.  The interior and exterior coating of the 96,000 gallon 
storage tank should be removed and reapplied.  

v. Update Telemetry System.  While the AVISD’s current telemetry system operates 
satisfactorily, recent advances in this industry could improve the AVISD’s operation, 
maintenance and data management if implemented.  

2.2 ANTELOPE VALLEY BUSINESS PARK I&S DISTRICT 

2.2.1 EXISTING SYSTEM 

The AVBPISD water system was originally constructed by Doud BTS in approximately 1998.  It was 
conveyed by Doud to the AVBPISD soon thereafter, and it has inherited several additional system components 
since its original construction.  The water system currently consists of one water well, a chlorination system to 
assure that a residual is maintained within the distribution system, three water storage tanks, a pump station 
and the distribution system.   

AVBPISD now provides domestic water service to eight lots, all located in either the Antelope Valley 
Business Park I, II or III subdivisions.  (See Figure 2.)  There are actually 15 lots within these subdivisions; 
however, some of the lots do not currently have buildings constructed on them that require domestic water 
service, or they are served with private wells.  The Interstate Power Systems building, for instance, is 
connected to the AVBPISD system solely for purposes of providing a supply to the building’s fire sprinkler 
suppression system.  (The building instead uses a private well for domestic purposes.) 

The existing water system components are shown in Figures 6 and 7, and are discussed in more detail below.   

Supply. The Doud #13 well (SEO Permit #108148) is the AVBPISD’s sole water supply source.  This 
well pumps water from the Fort Union Formation, an aquifer commonly used in the Gillette area as a 
source of supply.  The well was drilled and completed in 1998 to a depth of 640 feet.  It has a 
permitted pumping rate of 25 gpm, although its existing pump is sized to produce 22 gpm.  This rate is 
significantly greater than the calculated existing maximum daily demand of six gpm.  The data show 
that the water level has varied between 386 feet in April 2011 to 413 feet in December 2007.  It does 
not appear that there has been a decline in the water level in Doud #13 over time, even though many 
other wells completed in the upper Fort Union Formation have declined considerably in recent years.  
There is no indication that Doud #13 will not be able to meet the existing and future needs for water 
supply for the AVBPISD, with the exception of fire flow demands, for the foreseeable future.  This, 
again, assumes that no more than the 15 existing lots in the three existing Antelope Valley Business 
Park subdivisions are served, and that their usage is similar to the current usage for the eight lots now 
receiving service.   

Water from the well appears to meet the water quality standards for those constituents that have been 
analyzed in a laboratory.  However, the only parameters for which AVBPISD is required to test, and 
the required testing interval, are: 
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coliform bacteria (quarterly), and 
nitrates (annually).  

Although not required by the EPA for a non-community water system such as the AVBPISD, it is 
nonetheless recommended that water samples be collected for laboratory analysis for radionuclides 
and fluorides.  Many local water systems with Fort Union wells have experienced increasing 
concentrations of both radionuclides and fluoride, and the AVBPISD should confirm that its water 
meets the standards for these two possible contaminants.  In January 11, 2004 and January 25, 2005 
samples tested of AVBPISD water for gross alpha (i.e., radionuclide) concentrations were 16.0 and 
10.8 pCi/L, respectively.  The MCL for gross alpha is 15.0 pCi/L; therefore, the 2004 sample 
exceeded the MCL.   

Treatment, Storage and Pumping.  There are three storage tanks located on the AVBPISD’s 100’ x 
100’ well site easement.  The three storage tanks have a combined volume of 27,600 gallons.  All have 
essentially the same floor elevation.  Tanks 1 and 2 (with capacities of 5,400 gallons each) have the 
same overflow elevation (Elev. 4650’) whereas Tank 3 has an overflow elevation approximately four 
feet higher than the other two tanks.   

After storage, and in order to provide sufficient pressure to AVBPISD’s customers, the treated water 
is pumped into the distribution system by a horizontal centrifugal pump located within the 12’ x 25’ 
building.  This pump has an estimated design flow of 50 gpm at a discharge pressure of approximately 
65 psi.  This pump runs continuously in order to maintain pressure within the distribution system.  If 
power is lost to this pump station, the distribution system immediately loses pressure, as there is no 
distribution storage.   

Also contained within the pump station is a much larger pump and motor, which operates in the event 
that the distribution system calls for higher flows.  This pump, which was installed in 2012 for the 
purpose of providing water for the fire sprinkler system within the Interstate Power Systems building, 
has a rated capacity of 400 gpm @ a TDH of 36 psi.  The pump and motor do not activate until the 
system pressure drops to a pre-set point.    

The existing water supply facilities (well, chlorination system, storage tank and pump station) are 
capable of meeting existing water demands based upon their historical domestic demands.  There is 
sufficient storage to provide 4.4 days of water at the future average daily demand rate, and 1.6 days of 
water at the future maximum daily demand rate.  Using the current 18 gpm well pump, the 
AVBPISD’s needs can be met with that pump withdrawing water from the well for 8.4 hours during 
the current peak day (15.7 hours during the projected future peak day), and for only 3.0 hours during 
the current average day (5.6 hours during the future average day).   

Distribution.  The AVBPISD’s distribution system consists of approximately 5,973 feet of 6-inch and 
893 feet of 8-inch PVC water mains as depicted in Figure 6.  There are also nine fire hydrants and 21 
line valves.  There are no individual water meters on the buildings served, with the exception of Lot 
12 (Oneok), and sizes of service lines are currently unknown, but are anticipated to range from ¾” to 
4”.  The 6-inch size of most mains throughout the entire distribution system restricts the purveyance of 
fire protection at a flow rate and pressure to meet City standards, as does the limited size of the 400 
gpm pump located in the pump station.  Interstate Power Systems installed a pump in 2011 or 2012 
which draws water from the AVISD system to provide some measure of fire protection to its two 
buildings.  

The water distribution system provides adequate pressure to serve all demand scenarios except fire 
flows required for commercial/industrial areas such as this, including instantaneous peak hour.  The 
lowest instantaneous peak hour demand pressure was modeled to be 46 psi for the highest building 
served, well in excess of the DEQ requirement to provide 35 psi at all times in the distribution system.   
Pressures at the various buildings during low-flow conditions approximate 60 – 70 psi.    

2.2.2 EXISTING WATER USAGE 

Table 3 depicts existing and future demands for the AVBPISD.  Future demands are based on total buildout of 
the three Antelope Valley Business Park subdivisions using historic demands for the eight existing users as the 
basis for the other seven lots not currently utilizing water.  These future demands do not include any additional 
demands from a possible future extension of the AVBPISD’s system to surrounding areas.  It is assumed that 
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future development in this vicinity will be served by the GRWSP due to its close proximity and available water 
supply when compared to that available from the AVBPISD.   

Table 3 – Estimated AVBPISD Water System Demands 
Description Existing Future Comments

Number of Accounts 8 15  
Average Monthly Water Use 
(gal/month) 99,898 187,309  

Average Monthly Water Use 
(gal/month/account) 12,487 12,487  

Average Daily Water Use 
(gal/day) 3,330 6,243  

Average Daily Water Use 
(gal/day/account) 416 416  

Maximum Daily Water Use 
(gal/day) 9,057 (6 gpm) 16,982 (12 gpm) 

Calculated by multiplying average daily 
water use by 2.72, per DEQ WQ 

Standards, Chapter 12, Section 8(a).  
Maximum Daily Water Use 
(gal/day/account) 1,132 1,132  

Instantaneous Peak Hour (gpm) 13 24 Calculated by multiplying maximum 
daily water use by a factor of 2.     

Instantaneous Peak Hour (gpm) 16 30 Based upon typical design parameter of 
2 gpm/account 

2.2.3 EXISTING SYSTEM FINANCING 

Table 4 shows the FY12-13 budget for the AVBPISD.  The district’s main responsibility is to provide water 
service to the Antelope Valley Business Park properties.  It currently has no outstanding debt.    

In order to provide revenue for the AVBPISD, each of the lot owners in the AVBPISD that use water pay a flat 
fee of $400 per month.  Neither the AVBPISD nor the Antelope Valley Business Park II I&S District assesses 
a mill levy on property within their respective boundaries.   

Table 4 - AVBPISD FY12-13 Budget 
INCOME
Fees for services $38,400 
Interest income $0
Miscellaneous $0

TOTAL INCOME $38,400 

EXPENSES 
Staff salaries and wages $0 
Fringe benefits $0
Occupancy and utilities $9,000 
Equipment $12,000 
Supplies and materials $1,000 
Insurance $3,000 
Well House Maintenance $12,000 
Travel and meetings $0 
Marketing and advertising $0 
Staff and volunteer training $0 
Contract services $0 
Miscellaneous $1,000 

TOTAL EXPENSES $38,000 

NET GAIN (LOSS) $400 
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2.2.4 EXISTING SYSTEM DEFICIENCIES OR PROBLEM AREAS 

The AVBPISD has two major system deficiencies: 
i. There is a limited water supply.  The AVBPISD groundwater well can produce only 

approximately 22 gpm.  As such, there is concern that this well cannot produce enough water 
for existing or future buildings within the three Antelope Valley Business Park subdivisions 
other than for strictly domestic purposes, as witnessed by the fact that the Interstate Power 
Systems building must be served by a private well.  (The Interstate building apparently requires 
water for more than just domestic purposes.)  With the high potential for commercial/industrial 
growth to the south and east, there should be a means to provide additional water. 

ii. The distribution system is incapable of providing acceptable fire protection for the industrial 
area.  Due to the lack of system storage, the lack of pumping capacity, and the prevalence of 
solely 6” mains in the area, the system can at the present time provide only limited water for fire 
sprinkler suppression systems.  Fire hydrant flow acceptable for the commercial/industrial area 
being served (3,500 gpm for areas such as this in the City) is not available.

3. DESCRIPTIONS OF AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR VARIOUS ALTERNATIVES 

3.1 ANTELOPE VALLEY I&S DISTRICT 

Section 2.1.4 noted existing system deficiencies or potential problem areas within the AVISD.  Alternatives 
that would address these deficiencies/problem areas are discussed below.  For clarity, these alternatives are 
classified as follows: 

A “Supply Alternative”, as the name implies, provides a possible solution to the issue of water supply. 
A “Transmission and Distribution AV Alternative” provides a possible solution to the issue of 
providing sufficient fire flows for the Antelope Valley Baptist Church. 
A “Transmission and Distribution PH Alternative” provides a possible solution to the issue of no 
system storage and limited fire flows available for Pinnacle Heights.   

Table 5 is a summary of the various alternatives that address the AVISD’s system deficiencies and problem 
areas. 

On April 9, 2013, the board of directors of the AVISD voted to implement the following: 
Installation of an additional storage tank of a minimum capacity of 650,000 gallons (and possibly as 
much as one million gallons) at the site of the two existing storage tanks; and 
Installation of a new storage tank to serve Pinnacle Heights, which is the location of the AVISD’s 
upper pressure zone. 

The Board has also indicated a preference for Supply Alternative 3 of the various supply alternatives being 
considered. 

Therefore, based upon the April 9, 2013 Board action and information provided in Table 5 on the various 
supply alternatives, the following three alternatives are recommended for implementation by the AVISD: 

1. Supply Alternative 3 – Connect to the GRWSP as a Wholesale Water Customer and Blend AVISD 
and GRWSP Water;  

2. Transmission and Distribution System Alternative AV1 – Construct Additional Storage Tank at 
Existing Tank Site, Extend Transmission Main along South Side of Antelope Valley; and    

3. Transmission and Distribution System Alternative PH1 – Construct Tank to Serve AVISD Upper 
Pressure Zone.    

Of these three projects, the WWDC has indicated that only the supply alternatives are eligible for WWDC 
grant funds.   
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Table 5 – Summary of AVISD Alternatives 

Alternative Description Estimated Project Capital 
Cost (2015 $$) 

Supply Alternative 

1 Connect to the GRWSP as a Wholesale Water Customer and 
Discontinue Use of  Existing Wells $232,000 

2 Connect to the GRWSP as a Wholesale Water Customer and 
Supplement Existing Wells $233,310 

3 Connect to the GRWSP as a Wholesale Water Customer and 
Blend AVISD and GRWSP Water $296,010 

4 Connect to the GRWSP as a Wholesale Water Customer and Use 
Water Only for Emergency Purposes $233,310 

5 Connect to the GRWSP as a Wholesale Water Supplier to the 
Gillette Area Not Considered Viable 

6 Do Nothing $0

Transmission and 
Distribution System 
Alternative 

AV1 Construct Additional Storage Tank at Existing Tank Site, Extend 
Transmission Main along South Side of Antelope Valley $1,850,190 

AV2 
Construct Additional Storage Tank at an Elevation to Serve Both 
AVISD Pressure Zones, Extend Transmission Main along South 
Side of Antelope Valley 

Not Considered Viable 

AV3 Do Nothing $0

PH1 Construct Storage Tank to Serve AVISD Upper Pressure Zone $699,600 

PH2 Enlarge Pinnacle Heights Pump Station to Serve AVISD Upper 
Pressure Zone   $559,840 

PH3 Do Nothing $0

Other 

Miscellaneous Improvements $210,280 

It is also recommended that the five miscellaneous improvements itemized in 2.1.4.c be implemented.  Of 
these five miscellaneous improvements, the following two of them have been deemed eligible for WWDC 
grant funding: 

i. removal of existing but abandoned chlorine detention tanks at two well sites; and   
ii. 96,000 gallon storage tank piping.   

As such, these two miscellaneous improvements have been included in the cost estimates for all supply 
alternatives.  The three remaining items listed as miscellaneous improvements (i.e., repair storage tank leaks, 
96,000 gallon storage tank coating, update telemetry system) are included in the cost estimate for 
Miscellaneous Improvements shown in Table 5.    

The recommended supply and transmission and distribution system alternatives are shown in Figures 8, 9 and 
10.  Cost estimates for each recommended alternative are shown in Tables 6, 7, 8 and 9.   
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Table 6 - Supply Alternative 3 – Connect to the GRWSP as a Wholesale  
Water Customer and Blend AVISD and GRWSP Water 

Item Unit Qty. Unit Cost Cost Cost
Preparation of final designs and specifications LS    $20,440
Permitting, mitigation & environmental report LS $0
Legal fees LS $0
Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way LS $0
Plant Investment Fee EA $0
Pre-Construction Costs Subtotal $20,440

Mobilization, bonds & insurance LS 1 $18,600 $18,600
2" PVC chlorine solution line LF 200 $35 $7,000
10" PVC Waterline LF 140 $75 $10,500
12" PVC Waterline LF 250 $75 $18,750
2" Curb Stops EA 3 $500 $1,500
10" Gate Valve EA 5 $2,800 $14,000
12" Gate Valve EA 3 $3,000 $9,000
Blending Valve Vault
     Concrete Vault with Hatch LS 1 $12,000 $12,000
     Mechanical LS 1 $5,000 $5,000
     Electrical LS 1 $5,000 $5,000
     6" Blending Valve EA 1 $9,000 $9,000
     Misc. Piping, valves and fittings (inside vault) LS 1 $10,000 $10,000
     Connections to power EA 1 $3,000 $3,000
     4" Drain Line LF 30 $25 $750
6' Dia. Manhole EA 1 $6,000 $6,000
Miscellaneous piping and fittings (outside vault) LS 1 $11,900 $11,900
Connect to existing lines EA 6 $2,500 $15,000
Reclamation LS 1 $7,400 $7,400
Chlorination building improvements LS 1 $25,000 $25,000
Remove chlorine detention tanks @ well sites EA 2 $7,500 $15,000
Construction Cost Subtotal $204,400
Engineering Costs @ 10% of Construction Subtotal $20,440
Subtotal $224,840
Contingency @ 15% $33,730
Construction Cost Total $258,570 $258,570
Project Cost Total (2013 Dollars) $279,010
Project Cost Total (2015 Dollars @ 3% annual inflation) $296,010

Table 7 - Transmission and Distribution System Alternative AV1 – Construct Additional Storage 
Tank at Existing Tank Site, Extend Transmission Main along South Side of Antelope Valley 

Item Unit Qty. Unit Cost Cost Cost
Preparation of final designs and specifications LS    $124,540
Permitting, mitigation & environmental report LS    $10,000
Legal fees LS    $5,000
Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way LF 5,800 $5 $29,000 $29,000
Plant Investment Fee EA $0
Pre-Construction Costs Subtotal $168,540

Mobilization, bonds & insurance LS 1 $113,300 $113,300
650,000 Gallon Bolted Steel Tank LS 1 $490,000 $490,000
Site and grading work LS 1 $25,000 $25,000
6" PVC Waterline LF 80 $65 $5,200
8" PVC Waterline LF 460 $65 $29,900
12" PVC Waterline LF 6,400 $60 $384,000
6" Gate Valve EA 3 $1,800 $5,400
8" Gate Valve EA 7 $2,500 $17,500
12" Gate Valve EA 16 $3,000 $48,000
Connect to existing lines EA 13 $2,500 $32,500
Miscellaneous fittings LS 1 $51,550 $51,550
Concrete street repair SY 140 $70 $9,800

Crushed base replacement CY 45 $50 $2,250
Reclamation AC 6 $1,000 $6,000
SCADA system and power improvements LS 1 $25,000 $25,000
Construction Cost Subtotal $1,245,400
Engineering Costs @ 10% of Construction Subtotal $124,540
Subtotal $1,369,940
Contingency @ 15% $205,500
Construction Cost Total $1,575,440 $1,575,440
Project Cost Total (2013 Dollars) $1,743,980
Project Cost Total (2015 Dollars @ 3% annual inflation) $1,850,190
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Table 8 - Transmission and Distribution System Alternative PH2 – Enlarge  
Pinnacle Heights Pump Station to Serve AVISD Upper Pressure Zone 

Item Unit Qty. Unit Cost Cost Cost
Preparation of final designs and specifications LS    $37,780
Permitting, mitigation & environmental report LS    $0
Legal fees LS    $2,000
Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way LS $10,000
Plant Investment Fee EA $0
Pre-Construction Costs Subtotal $49,780

Mobilization, bonds & insurance LS 1 $34,400 $34,400
6" PVC Waterline LF 20 $60 $1,200
12" PVC Waterline LF 700 $60 $42,000
6" Gate Valve EA 1 $1,800 $1,800
12" Gate Valve EA 4 $3,000 $12,000
Fire hydrant assembly EA 6 $7,000 $42,000
Connect to existing lines EA 2 $2,500 $5,000
Miscellaneous fittings LS 1 $4,400 $4,400
Demo existing building LS 1 $10,000 $10,000
New concrete block building and foundation LS 1 $75,000 $75,000
Electrical and mechanical for new building LS 1 $75,000 $75,000
Emergency generator LS 1 $50,000 $50,000
SCADA system improvements LS 1 $25,000 $25,000
Construction Cost Subtotal $377,800
Engineering Costs @ 10% of Construction Subtotal $37,780
Subtotal $415,580
Contingency @ 15% $62,340
Construction Cost Total $477,920 $477,920
Project Cost Total (2013 Dollars) $527,700
Project Cost Total (2015 Dollars @ 3% annual inflation)  $559,840

Table 9 - Miscellaneous AVISD Improvements 
 Unit Qty. Unit Cost Cost Cost

Preparation of final designs and specifications LS    $14,520
Permitting, mitigation & environmental report LS    $0
Legal fees LS    $0
Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way LS $0
Pre-Construction Costs Subtotal $14,520

Mobilization, bonds & insurance LS 1 $13,200 $13,200
Recoating of 96,000 Gallon Storage Tank LS 1 $70,000 $70,000
Upgrade SCADA system LS 1 $62,000 $62,000
Construction Cost Subtotal $145,200
Engineering Costs @ 10% of Construction Subtotal $14,520
Subtotal $159,720
Contingency @ 15% $23,960
Construction Cost Total $183,680 $183,680
Project Cost Total (2013 Dollars) $198,200
Project Cost Total (2015 Dollars @ 3% annual inflation)  $210,280

3.2 ANTELOPE VALLEY BUSINESS PARK I&S DISTRICT 

As with the AVISD, Section 2.2.4 noted existing system deficiencies or potential problem areas within the 
AVBPISD.  Alternatives that would address these deficiencies/problem areas are described as supply 
alternatives and transmission distribution alternatives.  These alternatives for the AVBPISD are shown in 
Table 10. 

The recommended alternatives are: 
Supply Alternative 7: Connect to the GRWSP and Become Outside-City Retail Water Services, and 
Transmission and Distribution Alternative 3: Upgrade Current System so that City Will Provide 
Outside-City Retail Water Service, including Suitable Fire Protection. 
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Table 10 - Summary of AVBPISD Alternatives 

Supply Alternative  Description Estimated Project Capital Cost 
(2015 $$) 

1
Connect to the GRWSP as a Wholesale Water Customer at 
Existing Pump Suction Line and Discontinue Use of Existing 
Well, Storage Tanks and Pump Station 

$37,880 

2 Connect to the GRWSP as a Wholesale Water Customer at 
Existing Well Line and Discontinue Use of Existing Well $72,960 

3 Connect to the GRWSP as a Wholesale Water Customer and 
Supplement Existing Well $74,869 

4 Drill New Well Not Considered Viable 
5 Modify Existing Well to Improve Yield Not Considered Viable 
6 Connect to the AVISD Water System $511,176 

7 Connect to the GRWSP and Become Outside-City Retail Water 
Service Customers $381,440 

8 Do Nothing Not Considered Viable 
Transmission and 
Distribution 
Alternative  

1 Upgrade Existing Pump Station so that Improved Fire 
Protection Can be Provided by AVBPISD $373,090 

2 Connect to the AVISD System $511,176 
(same as Supply Alternative 6) 

3 Upgrade Current System so that City Will Provide Outside-City 
Retail Water Service, including Suitable Fire Protection 

$381,440 
(same as Supply Alternative 7) 

4 Do Nothing Not Considered Viable 

These two alternatives are the same, in that the Supply Alternative 7 can only be implemented if the 
AVBPISD’s current system is upgraded to meet City standards, which is at the heart of Transmission and 
Distribution Alternative 3.  They are being recommended for the following reasons: 

1. The AVBPISD’s one well has a very limited supply.  It does not have the capacity to provide service 
to a growing commercial/industrial area such as the lands encompassed or adjacent to the AVBPISD. 

2. Connection to the GRWSP’s 42” transmission main represents the best long-term water supply 
solution available to the AVBPISD customers.  There is little risk associated with this water supply 
when comparing it to the current Fort Union well and associated pumping facilities.   

3. Fire protection is an important aspect of a public water system in a commercial/industrial area such as 
the AVBPISD.  The system is currently inadequate for the type of development now occurring.  
Upgrading the existing transmission and distribution system so that mains are large enough to 
accommodate necessary fire flows should be an important goal, regardless of the supply alternative 
selected.  Constructing a larger pump station and adding additional storage to achieve this objective is 
a less reliable alternative when compared to connecting to the GRWSP’s 42” transmission main and 
becoming outside-city retail water service customers.  The 42” GRWSP transmission main and the 
City’s water storage tanks to which it connects have a substantial capacity and reserve available for 
fire-fighting purposes. 

4. Although the AVBPISD could enter into a wholesale water contract with the City, becoming outside-
city retail water service customers represents the best long-term solution for the constituents within 
the AVBPISD.  The City has skilled personnel who can capably operate and manage the system, 
including all aspects of water supply, distribution, telemetry and billing.  Many properties within the 
AVBPISD are already outside-city retail sewer customers (and, therefore, have already signed pre-
annexation agreements), so it would be a relatively easy step for the City to have them also be retail 
water customers. 

5. With the area to the south and east of the AVBPISD ripe for continued commercial/industrial growth, 
there should be a proven method of providing water service in the area.  Having the City provide this 
function is the best means of providing areawide long-term service. 

6. By not having to construct the aboveground control building, the City can save approximately 
$250,000 in capital costs.   
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7. The board of directors of the AVBPISD is desirous of having the City provide water service in the 
area vs. continuing to exist as a public water system.  

The recommended alternative is shown in Figure 11, and its cost estimate is shown in Table 11.  The City’s 
costs to construct an 8” transmission main from the 42” GRWSP transmission main on the north side of Union 
Chapel Road to Lot 14 are not included in these estimated costs.   

Table 11 - Capital Cost for AVBPISD to Implement  
Supply Alternative 7 and Transmission and Distribution System Alternative 3 

Item Unit Qty. Unit Cost Cost Cost
Preparation of final designs and specifications LS    $26,120
Permitting, mitigation & environmental report LS    $0
Legal fees LS    $1,000
Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way LS    $2,000
Plant Investment Fee EA 15 $0 $0 $0
Pre-Construction Costs Subtotal $29,120

Mobilization, bonds & insurance LS 1 $24,000 $24,000
8" PVC Waterline LF 500 $60 $30,000
Oversizing cost for City main from 8" to 12" LF 3,380 $15 $50,700
6" Gate Valve EA 1 $2,000 $2,000
8" Gate Valve EA 2 $2,500 $5,000
Oversizing cost for gate valves for City main from 8" to 12" EA 5 $500 $2,500
Meter and Backflow Prevention Connections (inside buildings) EA 9 $5,000 $45,000
Misc. service line reconnections (outside buildings) EA 9 $2,000 $18,000
Disconnect AVBPISD well and connect to GRWSP once Madison supply 
is available

LS 1 $10,000 $10,000

Fire hydrant assembly EA 6 $6,500 $39,000
Concrete street repair SY 500 $70 $35,000
Construction Cost Subtotal $261,200
Engineering Costs @ 10% of Construction Subtotal $26,120
Subtotal $287,320
Contingency @ 15% $43,100
Construction Cost Total $330,420 $330,420
Project Cost Total (2013 Dollars) $359,540
Project Cost Total (2015 Dollars @ 3% annual inflation)  $381,440

4. ABILITY-TO-PAY ANALYSIS AND FINANCING PLAN 

4.1 ANTELOPE VALLEY I&S DISTRICT  

Section 3 provided a recommendation for the AVISD to pursue the following three alternatives: 
1. Supply Alternative 3 – Connect to the GRWSP as a Wholesale Water Customer and Blend AVISD 

and GRWSP Water;  
2. Transmission and Distribution System Alternative AV1 – Construct Additional Storage Tank at 

Existing Tank Site, Extend Transmission Main along South Side of Antelope Valley; and    
3. Transmission and Distribution System Alternative PH1 – Construct Tank to Serve AVISD Upper 

Pressure Zone.   
The recommendation also included implementation of the listed miscellaneous improvements. 

Based upon these recommendations, the capital cost for the AVISD to implement these four items is shown 
again in Table 12.  Also depicted is the estimated amount in which the WWDC would participate in these 
costs.   

In order for the AVISD to fund the local share of the costs shown in Table 11, other possible funding 
opportunities are potentially available.  These other opportunities include the following: 

Capital Facilities Tax (CFT) monies; 
U.S. Department of Agriculture Rural Development (USDA RD) grants and loans; 
State Loan and Investment Board (SLIB) grants and loans;  
Campbell County District Support Grant (CCDS) grants; and 
DEQ Drinking Water SRF (DWSRF) loans. 
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Of the possible non-WWDC funding sources listed above, at this time it appears that the following two 
possible sources offer the greatest opportunity for the AVISD: 

CCDS grant funds (over and above the $27,500 annual amount most currently obtained from the 
CCDS program by the AVISD); and 
DWSRF loan funds. 

Table 12 - Estimated Capital Cost for AVISD Recommended Alternatives  

Alternative Estimated Capital Cost 
(from Table 5)

WWDC Share 
(67%) Local Share

Supply Alternative 3 $296,010 $198,327 $97,683

Transmission and 
Distribution System 
Alternative AV1

$1,850,190 $0 $1,850,190

Transmission and 
Distribution System 
Alternative PH1

$699,600 $0 $699,600

Miscellaneous 
Improvements $210,280 $0 $210,280

TOTALS $3,056,080 $198,327 $2,857,753

For Supply Alternative 3, it is assumed that $47,500 (= $75,000 - $27,500) would be available annually from 
the CCDS program, if the County Commission approves an allocation of up to $75,000 per year specifically 
for connections to the GRWSP.  With the local share for Supply Alternative 3 being $90,516, it would take just 
over one year to obtain the amount needed from the CCDS program.  For purposes of this study, it is assumed 
that the AVISD can be successful in obtaining an amount of $90,516 from the CCDS program to pay the local 
cost for the GRWSP connection (i.e., Supply Alternative 3).   

For the three non-WWDC eligible projects being recommended (i.e., Transmission and Distribution System 
Alternative AV1, Transmission and Distribution System Alternative PH1, and Miscellaneous Improvements), 
future CCDS grant and DWSRF loan funds could be utilized.  Table 13 depicts the estimated additional annual 
cost to the AVISD to fund these non-WWDC eligible improvements, assuming that $22,500 (= $50,000 - 
$27,500) per year could be available from the CCDS grant program over the 20-year term of a DWSRF loan.  
The $22,500 per year amount would conceivably be available after the CCDS grant program is first used to 
fund Supply Alternative 3 as described above.  

Table 13 - Estimated Additional Costs to Service AVISD DWSRF Debt Service 

Alternative
Estimated Capital Cost 

(from Table 12)

Local Share 
(from Table 

12)

Annual Debt 
Service Payment 

(2.5% @ 20 
years)

Less CCDS Annual 
Contribution 
towards Debt 

Service Payment

Net Annual 
Debt 

Service 
Payment

Monthly Cost per 
Account to Service Debt 

Service Payment 
(assuming 330 accounts)

Transmission and 
Distribution System 
Alternative AV1

$1,850,190 $1,850,190 $118,684 $22,500 $96,184 $24.29

Transmission and 
Distribution System 
Alternative PH1

$699,600 $699,600 $44,877 $0 $44,877 $11.33

Miscellaneous 
Improvements

$210,280 $210,280 $13,489 $0 $13,489 $3.41

TOTALS $2,760,070 $2,760,070 $177,051 $22,500 $154,551 $39.03

4.2 ANTELOPE VALLEY BUSINESS PARK I&S DISTRICT  

Based upon the recommendation in Section 3.2 to pursue Supply Alternative 7 and Transmission and 
Distribution System Alternative 3, the capital cost for the AVBPISD to implement these alternatives is 
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$381,440.  (See Table 10.)  As these costs relate to fire protection and distribution system improvements, the 
WWDC will not provide funding for them.  Other possible funding opportunities include the following: 

AVBPISD reserves;  
CFT monies; 
USDA RD grants and loans; 
SLIB grants and loans;  
CCDS grants;  
DEQ DWSRF loans; and 
Wyoming Business Council (WBC) grants. 

Of the possible non-WWDC funding sources listed above, at this time it appears that the following three 
possible sources offer the greatest opportunity for the AVISD: 

AVBPISD reserves, 
CCDS grant funds, and 
WBC grant funds.    

5. PATH FORWARD

The following steps provide for a path forward for the AVISD. 

1. Submit an application to the WWDC for funding of the design and construction associated with the 
recommended supply alternative; i.e., Supply Alternative 3 - Connect to the GRWSP as a 
Wholesale Water Customer and Blend AVISD and GRWSP Water.  By so doing, Level III design 
and construction monies could be considered for funding by the 2014 Wyoming State Legislature 
and available by early fall of 2014. 

2. Enter into a wholesale water service agreement with the City for the AVISD to obtain a 
supplemental water supply from the GRWSP.   

3. Contact Crestview I&S District about the possibility of terminating its existing water service 
agreement with the AVISD, assuming that Crestview is successful in negotiating a similar 
agreement with the City for GRWSP water.  In this way, the AVISD will be able to better preserve 
its existing groundwater resources. 

4. Seek clarification on whether or not CFT monies can be utilized to match the WWDC portion of 
the Supply Alternative 3 project costs.  If the CFT monies can be made available for this purpose, 
use these funds as the local match to the WWDC grant allocation.     

5. Submit an application to Campbell County for the use of additional CCDS grant funds for the local 
share (i.e., 33%) of the cost to construct Supply Alternative 3.  Support proposed modifications to 
the current CCDS funding allocation method that would increase the amount of money available 
for special districts to connect to the GRWSP.    

6. If the WWDC funding request for Supply Alternative 3 is approved, enter into a contract with an 
engineering firm to design the components outlined in this supply alternative.   

7. Once design is complete for the improvements recommended for Supply Alternative 3, award a 
contract to perform the project construction.   

8. Assuming that the AVISD desires to augment its existing water storage and firefighting capabilities 
(as well as to plan for possible future growth of the AVISD to the south and west) by constructing,: 

a. Transmission and Distribution System Alternative AV1,  
b. Transmission and Distribution System Alternative PH1, and 
c. the miscellaneous improvements itemized in Table 9, which are: 

1. recoating of the existing 96,000 gallon storage tank, and 
2. upgrading of the existing SCADA system, 
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apply for a DEQ DWSRF loan to finance these projects.  In order to make sure that the eventual 
construction of the new 650,000 gallon tank at the existing tank site does not conflict with the 
improvements to be performed as part of Supply Alternative 3, it is recommended that the 
application submittal for DWSRF funding be postponed until late 2014, completion of design in 
2015, and construction commencement in 2016.  

9. If the DEQ DWSRF loan request for these non-WWDC eligible improvements is approved, enter 
into a contract with an engineering firm for design of these projects.   

10. Secure any right-of-way necessary for the two transmission and distribution system projects once 
designed.   

11. Once design is complete, award a contract to perform the project construction.   

The following steps provide for a path forward for the AVBPISD. 

1. Continue work towards developing an outside-city retail water service contract with the City.   

2. Assuming that an outside-city retail water service contract can be secured, obtain funding that 
would be used to fund the necessary upgrades required by the contract with the City that would 
provide for the City assuming ownership of the water system that would serve the AVBPISD.   

3. Seek clarification on whether or not CFT monies can be utilized for the AVBPISD recommended 
improvements.   

4. Submit an application to Campbell County for the use of CCDS grant funds.  Support a 
modification to the current funding allocation method, so that the AVBPISD might be able to 
secure additional funds for the local cost associated with performing system upgrades to connect to 
the GRWSP and allow the City to take over the water system. 

5. Request Campbell County or the City to be an applicant to the WBC on behalf of the AVBPISD 
for a grant of up to $100,000 from the WBC’s Community Readiness program.    

6. Use cash reserves on hand to fund the required system upgrades that are not funded by the CFT or 
the CCDS and WBC grant programs. 

7. Execute the provisions of the outside-city retail water service contract, which would include a 
provision whereby the AVBPISD could utilize the system improvements constructed to serve its 
customers until the GRWSP’s new water supply is available.  Once this water supply is available, 
the AVBPISD’s well would be disconnected, and the system would then be turned over to the City.   

8. Assist with coordination of the design and construction of the necessary water system 
upgrades.

9. Once the new GRWSP water supply is available, disconnect the AVBPISD well from the 
distribution system and activate the GRWSP supply, which allows for the City to begin 
operation and maintenance of the system and have the current AVBPISD customers become 
outside-city retail water service customers of the City. 
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